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Please charge the watch for more than 30 minutes when first using it, 
to make sure the watch has enough battery power. 
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Start your journey with Kospet.

Press for 3 seconds
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Please read this User Manual carefully before you start to use the 
device.
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1. Shortcut Gestures

1) Swipe Down: Enter the Settings.

2) Swipe Up: Enter the Sub Menu.
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3) Swipe Right / Left: Switch between Watch Faces.
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Swipe down the watch display > select “       ” .
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Option II: Find the QR code in Settings
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2. Pairing
1) Download Qwatch APP
Option I: Scan the QR code with your phone to download the Qwatch 
App.

App QR code Qwatch
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Option III: Search  Qwatch in the Apple App Store or Google Play Store.

Scroll down and Click "QR Code''.
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Google Play Store

Apple App Store
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Option III: Search  Qwatch in the Apple App Store or Google Play Store.

2) Pair as the following instructions
Turn on Bluetooth and start Qwatch on the cellphone.

Allow permissions and complete profile settings. 
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Pair and allow Qwatch to get the permission.

Add a Device > select Athena.  
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3. Settings in Qwatch APP
Start Qwatch > click Device Management.

Connection completed.
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Search and find the device to connect.

Binding

Set alarm clocks, reminders and new call alerts.

Reminder Settings

Take a photo or select one from your album as the background image with 
optional mask transparency. Number of steps, calories, heart rate or 
weather can be added to the Home display.

DIY Home

Once turned on, all calls and notifications receive no reminders except 
alarm clock(s).

Do Not Disturb

Allow automatic measurement of blood pressure detected within the set 
time.

Blood Pressure

The heart rate monitoring function enables automatic record of heart rate. 
Turning on regular monitoring function, however, may result in much 
shorter battery life.

Heart Rate

Specify your wrist, determine whether to allow automatic display, select 
display time and its duration, choose temperature unit, clear data and 
reset the device when necessary.

Universal Settings
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· The data cable includes a magnetic connector. Therefore, when charging 
the watch, keep it away from metal conductors in case of a fire. 

4. Charging Tips
· It is recommended that you choose a charger with an output voltage / 
current of 5V / 500mA.

Please upgrade firmware to the latest version mainly to optimize the use 
of your device.

Firmware
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5. Configuration
KOSPET Athena

Nordic 52832

Metal + Plastic

Steel / Leather

1.09” IPS 240*240 Pixels

Above Android 4.4 or ios 8.2

Qwatch APP

Capacitive touch screen

150mAh Lithium polymer battery

Model

CPU 

Body Material

Strap

Display

System Support

Assistant App

Touch Screen

Battery

Built-in 22 sports modes

IP67

Chinese Simplified, English, Chinese Traditional, 
Greek, French, German, Italian, Spanish, 
Dutch, Portuguese, Russian, Turkish, Korean, 
Japanese, Polish, Romanian, Arabic, Thai, 
Vietnamese, Indonesia
Bluetooth 5.0

Sports Mode

Water Proof

Language Supported

Bluetooth

SupportG-sensor

SupportHeart Rare Monitor

SupportPedometer

SupportSleep Monitor

SupportBlood Oxygen

SupportBlood Pressure

Support (Setting via Qwatch APP)Sedentary Remind

Support (Setting via Qwatch APP)Message Reminder
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6. Safety Usage Tips
To ensure the best performance of the device, please read and follow all 
the safety information carefully before using it.

1) Keep the device a certain distance away from gas stations, 
chemical plants, and other public places where electronic products 
are strictly regulated. Please observe the relevant regulations and 
follow the directions.

2) Consult professionals before you use a medical device.  As the 
radio waves generated by the device may affect implantable or personal 
medical devices, please consult the device manufacturer about the 
precautions of using these devices and follow their directions.

3) Turn off the device while you are flying. Radio waves generated by 
electronic devices may interfere with the safe flight of the airplane. 
Please obey the airline's requirements.

4) Extreme temperature may damage the device and cause malfunctions. 
Temperature condition for normal work: 0 ~ 45℃; temperature 
condition for storage: -20℃ ~ +55℃.

5) Do not expose the device to extremely high-temperature 
environments, including scorching sun rays, or around microwave 
ovens, water heaters and other high-temperature devices, lest a battery 
explosion or other safety accidents should occur. 

6) Non-professionals are not allowed to disassemble the device and 
battery. This device includes an irremovable lithium-polymer battery, 
so improper operation may cause a battery explosion or other safety 
accidents.

7) Please use the original accessories or other certified chargers to 
charge the device for one to two hours before using it. 

8) Please keep the charging device away from other metal objects.  
The magnet attraction between them may result in a short circuit or 
other accidents.

9)The device does not belong to medical apparatus. Therefore, the 
heart rate, blood pressure and other health data collected by it is only 
for reference rather than clinical basis.
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7. FAQ
1) The watch cannot be turned on?
a. Charge the watch for more than 30 minutes with original accessories.
b. Charge the watch for more than 30 minutes with a new set of cables or 
chargers.

2) The watch cannot be connected to your phone?
a. Make sure to download and install the exact Qwatch App on your phone, 
and give all permissions for it.
b. Make sure that the mobile phone's Bluetooth is turned on.
c. Restart the phone and watch separately. 
d. Try to uninstall and re-install the Qwatch application, clear all connected 
Bluetooth devices, and connect the watch again with steps demonstrated 
in the manual.
e. Reset the watch to factory settings. 
Swipe down >  select “       ” > confirm factory reset.

3) Inaccurate step counting and movement distance?
a. Complete your profile in Qwatch App including your height, age, 
weight, and other information. 
b. Reset the watch to factory settings before testing.
Note: 5%-10% inaccuracy is acceptable due to changes in the environment/ 
motion/ algorithm.

4) The watch won’t get synchronized messages from the mobile 
phone?
a. Make sure that all permissions are given to Qwatch while installing 
the app.
b. Open "APP Notification Reminder" in Qwatch.
c. Turn on notification permissions for the Qwatch on your phone.
d. Try to connect the watch with another phone to see if the same problem 
occurs. If so, please inform us of your phone model. We promise to offer 
you the solution as soon as possible.
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5) Fast battery drain?
Recommend Settings to save battery：
a. Reduce the screen brightness and change from the watch Auto-Lock 
to 5S.
b. Turn off the automatic heart rate detection and the 24-hour heart rate 
detection.

6) How to upgrade the watch operation system?
a. For Android watches: Upgrade in Watch
Settings > About watch > Wireless update, check the latest firmware and 
update.
b. For Bluetooth watches: Upgrade in Qwatch APP
Enter Qwatch > Firmware > scroll down to the bottom > select Firmware 
upgrade.

7) Bluetooth won’t be turned on on the watch? 
After the pairing was first completed, there is no need to turn on Bluetooth 
on the watch if the device’s Bluetooth is on. 

8) No vibration alert when new messages come in? 
a.Make sure that you didn’t turn on Theater Mode.
b.Make sure that you turned on Vibrate Mode in the watch.
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8. Contact Us
If this guide is not helpful, please feel free to contact us at the following 
contact information: 
Email: after-sales@kospet.com
Forum: https://www.kospet.com/a/community
FB groups: fb.com/groups/kospetfriends

Provide us with the following information to resolve your issue as soon 
as possible:  
Order Platform: 
Order Number: 
Email: 
Issue Description: (That will be helpful if you can provide us with a video.) 
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Provide us with the following information to resolve your issue as soon 
as possible:  
Order Platform: 
Order Number: 
Email: 
Issue Description: (That will be helpful if you can provide us with a video.) 
 

Watch You Want


